At the beginning of his voyage, Dante the character abandoned the right path and lost himself in the selua oscura. At this point, his blockers are lntalonza, unleone and unalupa (a leopard, a lion and a she-wolf). Claudel's Emperor is blocked by his assistants and the N6cromant, who at first takes him on the path of black magic. The Emperor (Subject), as the representative of a humanity distanced from God, starts his joumey in order to redeem humanity's sin, to find the antidote for the evil invasion of the dead (Object). The motif of the descent (the trajectory of the subject's quest) is similar, as well as its goal, which is to seek peace and harmony, for the benefit of the world of sinners (Receiver). Dante The Claudelian Infemo centred in Satan presents itself as a parallel and opposing universe to heaven, with its centre in God.
The mother in the first circle even names it "le ciel d'en bas" (748) . Both the celestial and the infemal universes are formed by a series of concentric circles obeying the centre. The first circle or circumference farthest from Satan is the limbo.tz which contains the blind neutrals and ignorants, immersed in darkness and passiv. ity. The second circle of desire comprises the sins of the emotions, where the lustful, gluttonous, wrathful, etc. are chaotically moving between the centre and the periphery in a disordered, excruciating vibration. The third circle with its central black sun is that of Anti-science where the sinners of the intellect are punished by being joined to the rock in total stillness. The Satanical centre is an inverse image of the Godhead, the void opposing the plenitude of being, the nothingness as counterpart to wholeness. It is called the black sun and the paradise of hate: "soleil noir", "Paradis de la Haine" (763). Lucifer is the black God or the infemal saint: "Dieu noir" (740), "Saint de I'Enfer" (763). The Emperor is associated with the moon, he is "pareille d la lumiere de la Lune" (728), and the centre of the terrestrial empire, while God is the sun at the centre of the celestial kingdom. He is "le Roi des Vvants", while Satan is "l'Empereur des Morts" (73I). The element of fire is the link uniting the two universes,l3 the principle of divine retribution, the "Feu divin" becoming "Feu p6nal" in Hell (756 "The joumey and the pilgrim, the dream and the dreamer become one as man explores a circle whose circumference seems to be everywhere and whose centre seems to be nowhere. This circle is himself' (Garzilli 8 
